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Understanding the Four Tuning Paths You Can Take

The mild tuning path generally leaves most torque 

management stock or only removes a little. It also has soft shifts, but 

quicker shifts than stock that get progressively better with harder 

throttle.  This is a great end result for the driver who wants a better 

driving experience but is sensitive to shift firmness, as this path is near 

stock.

The moderate tuning path will result in a quick, fast, fun and 

moderately firm shifting experience.  It removes some torque 

management but also firms up the shifts to prevent slippage and 

heat buildup, the enemies of a long lifespan of a transmission.  

Most enthusiasts prefer this path and enjoy the improved driving 

experience greatly.

The aggressive tuning path will result in fast, firm shifts that are 

going to make you sit up and take notice.  More shift pressures along 

with quicker upshifts and downshifts make you aware this is a more 

aggressive path.

The towing path is available for those with trucks only.  Do not 

use this path for cars.  This path is designed to improve shift times 

and firmness (required for long transmission lifespans) but retains 

some of the characteristics of the mild and moderate paths to ensure 

comfort while towing.   
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Recording a Baseline in the VCM Scanner

Before beginning the tuning process, we recommend getting to know the VCM Scanner and the 

parameters you will be looking at to help you with the tuning process.  First, take a baseline sample 

as a reference point.  

In the VCM Scanner, open the 5-Speed NAG1 Channels Config and the 5-Speed NAG1 Charts 

Config supplied with the Course Downloads.  If you need help opening the VCM Scanner or loading 

Channel and Chart configurations, see Section B.250, How to Use the VCM Scanner to Review a 

Scan.  

Perform a datalog of the vehicle in stock form.  Do this by performing a wide open throttle 

test of at least a 1-2 and 2-3 gear shift.  Review the scan by observing the Trans Turbine as well as 

Engine RPM during the shift point at wide open throttle and compare to the Comparison of Stock 

vs. Tuned Shifts sub section in Section A.400, Learning About Shifting.  This will allow you to have an 

understanding of how your transmission shifts before you begin.  No action is necessary at this step 

other than to compare and see how your transmission shifts before you begin tuning.    

The stock settings look like those in 

the example to the right.  The flat top 

of the line of Trans Turbine during the 

shift shows a sloppy, slow shift. 

Save your stock scan for reference, 

then move on to the first step in the 

tuning process.
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Shift Schedules

The next step is to make changes to the shift tables to dictate when the shifts occur.  

Mild, Moderate, Aggressive and Towing Paths

To locate the shift tables using the Parameter Navigator, search for upshift in the Navigator.  Select 

Shift Scheduling from the list.  The tables to update are under the Part Throttle then Normal sub 

section and the Part Throttle then Performance sub section.  Alternatively, to locate the tables using 

the icons on the toolbar, select the Trans icon.  Select the Shift Scheduling tab.  The tables to update 

are under the Part Throttle then Normal sub section and the Part Throttle then Performance sub 

section.

As you can see, there are multiple patterns that the transmission can pick from based on your 

vehicle’s configuration.  We recommend you make changes to the following groups of tables:

◊ Part Throttle then Normal sub section tables (1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 4-5, 2-1, 3-2, 4-3, 5-4 

buttons)

◊ Part Throttle then Performance sub section tables (1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 4-5, 2-1, 3-2, 4-3, 5-4 

buttons)
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Reset All Adaptives in the VCM Scanner

The vehicle’s computer adapts to meet commanded shift pressure targets.  Because new targets 

were just given in the Shift Pressures section, adapted learning needs to be cleared so that the vehicle’s 

computer can relearn what the new commands are.

With the VCM Scanner open and the key ON (but engine OFF), connect to the vehicle by 

selecting the Connect to Vehicle icon.   

Once connected, select the Vehicle Controls & Special Functions icon. 

Next, select the Engine then Special Functions sub tab.
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◊ Tow/Haul

◊ Drive

◊ WOT fields

With the Overdrive Normal Shifts 1-2 table open, you can begin to modify the shift points.  The 

table data is displayed in RPM, but not engine RPM.  The values are Output Shaft Speed RPM (the 

speed of the output shaft of the transmission).  To actually make changes, you will need to convert 

from output shaft speed to Engine RPM.

The only fields that will display actual engine RPM as the shift point are the fields under 

the WOT section.  Every other table shown will be the Output Shaft Speed RPM (the speed 

of the output shaft of the transmission).  

We have created a spreadsheet for Shift Schedules that easily converts the Output Shaft Speed 

RPM into Engine RPM.  In this spreadsheet, you will be able to add each table’s Throttle Position % 

data labels and the Shift RPM readings. The spreadsheet will then convert the Shift RPM readings 

from Output Shaft Speed RPM to Engine RPM.  At that point, you can decide to use preconfigured 

shift schedule data for Mild, Moderate, Aggressive or Towing paths or you can make the decision 

to customize your Desired Engine RPM at each Throttle Position % datapoint.  Once you’ve either 


